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BRIEFLY
Inside
Coughlln speaks:

Outgoing USG President
Kevin Coughlin looks back
on his first three years at
the University.
He also
discusses
his bittersweet
relationship
with77ie
BGNews.
►See
page 3.

Falcons no-hlt:

The Falcon baseball team
scored two runs in ?. no-hit
loss to the University ol
Toledo. BG dropped both
ends of the doubleheader
and fell into last place.
►-See page 6.

Campus
Option 1 chosen:

A total of 772 University
classified staff turned out
during a day long vote at
Memorial Hall to decide the
fate of the two new pay
flans proposed by Classiied Staff Council.
The ballots of the full-time
and permanent part-time
employees were tallied and
the vote was to change the
system to Option 1.
This plan grandfathers
out the current step process,
eliminates the longevity
supplement and allows the
entire salary pool to be distributed in an across-theboard increase.
The formal request for
change will now be submitted to the University Ad
Council and the Board of
Trustees for their approval.

State
Volnovich crusades:

Gov. George Voinovich
said Tuesday he will campaign statewide if necessary for a mandatory
beverage container deposit
bill as part of the solution to
Ohio's solid waste problem.
It will depend, he said, on
whether the opponents of
the bill can show him a
more economical plan to
deal with rapidly disappearing landfill space and other
environmental problems
facing the state.
Students protest:

Students at Lourdes College in Sylvania wore black
armbands, handed out
flyers and posted signs on
campus to protest removal
of 130 trees for construction
of a parking lot.
Christena Smith, a
spokeswoman for a student
organization, said Monday
students want the trees replanted. She said the parking lot could be added in another area.
The students also want an
open forum on tree removal
to be conducted, she said.
A campus management
team decided to clear the
trees after examining a
study of student parking
and parking lot lighting.

Weather
Clearing:

Today, decreasing cloudiness. High near 60. Winds
northwest
10 to 20
mph.
Chance of
rain 20
percent.
Tonight,
mostly
clear. Low
30 to 35.
Thursday,
mostly
sunny. High in the mid 60s.
compiled from local and
wire reports

The BG News
Student joins race for mayor
by Robert Davidson
staff writer

Richey.

Tinker said he and STEAM are
now gathering the 60 signatures
needed to put him on the ballot
James Tinker, outgoing editor and plan to register by the May 6
of 77ie News, formally announced deadline.
Tuesday his candidacy for mayor
He said his plans for the candiof Bowling Green.
dacy started last October followThe Students
ing the arrest of more than 100
To Elect A
students, at the East
Mayor
Merry/Frazee parties.
(STEAM)
"Students felt they were not
nominated Tinrepresented well in the local
ker, a Springgovernment," Tinker said. "I refield, O. native,
alized in December there could
Monday night,
be a student mayor."
choosing him
He believes he can take the ofover students
fice if he can win the student vote
Michael Brenand a portion of resident support.
nan and Greg Tinker
He said he is now registering stu-

dents to vote.
Tinker said his status as a student will not hurt his chances of
winning the position because he is
not conducting an "us against
them campaign."
"When I run I will be a student,
but when I am elected I will be an
alumnus resident," the 22-yearold Tinker said.
He said his plans after spring
graduation include graduate
school at the University, but he
will initially make the mayor's
office his full-time job.
Tinker believes he has prepared himself well for the position by studying the local
government as an employee of
77ic News.

'I haven't been a participant
but I have been an observer. I
want that to change," he said.
As editor of The News, Tinker
said he realizes he may have
made some enemies but the
managerial skills he has gained
will benefit him in public office.
"The city police department
will probably not be happy to
hear I am running, but I do have
respect for law enforcement — in
fact, my father is a deputy sheriff," he said.
Tinker said his experiences as
editor, president of trie Society of
Professional Journalists and
membership in the NAACP make
him a strong candidate.
While Tinker has not yet an-

nounced a platform, he said it will
focus on improving city/campus
relations. He stressed he also will
create a citizens' review board to
protect the rights of all residents.
STEAM is now working with
him to investigate issues that
should be addressed in his campaign, Tinker said.
About 40 STEAM members in
five committees are now creating
a platform and plan to have it finished next weeK, member Kelly
Warner said.
She said STEAM — started in
March by a handful of student political activists including Republicans and Democrats — is applying to be a non-profit organization
C See CANDIDATE, page S.

Soviets put
Gorbachev
on hot seat
by Brian Friedman
Associated Press writer

MOSCOW — Tens of thousands
of striking workers filled the
streets of Minsk on Tuesday, the
eve of a Communist Party meeting to make Mikhail Gorbachev
account for the popular discontent in the nation.
The strike in the capital of the
southwestern republic of Byelorussia came amid labor unrest
that began March 1 with a walkout by coal miners who want
Gorbachev to resign as president.
The working-class anger at
Gorbachev over the Soviet
Union's crumbling economy is
certain to be taken up at the
Communist Party Central Committee plenum in Moscow today.
Gorbachev, who also heads the
erty as general-secretary, will
asked to give the 410-member
Central Committee an account of
his handling of the economic collapse and other issues troubling
the nation.
The criticism is expected to be
stinging, and there may be calls
for his resignation as party
leader. The plenum cannot remove him from either of his
posts, but it could convene a
party Congress and recommend
his departure as generalsecretary.
"I think the general-secretary
will receive very harsh criticism
but will preserve his post," said
See SOVIET, page 5.

SO N»wt/Stephanie Lewis

Wheeling For Wood Lane Members of the National Service
Fraternity, Alpha Phi Omega, Mike Klster and Laura Brlchacek
wheel around the Union Oval accompanied by Ben Snyder, 12,
a Wood Lane School student. Alpha Phi Omega Is having

a 24-hour wheeling marathon to raise money for the Special
Olympics program at Wood Lane, an area school for the mentally handicapped.

Centers aid rape victims
Faculty Senate
eyes unionization Emotions, options given as means of counseling
by Amy Zltzelberger
science writer

by Jeremy Stone Weber
staff writer

Teachers' unions are popping up all over Ohio campuses.
Recently, the issue struck
home as faculty members at
the University of Toledo have
voted on the possibility of
unionizing, but their debate
had not yet been resolved.
Will Bowling Green be
next? If so, will it be through
a perceived failure by the
Faculty Senate to represent
faculty concerns, specifically
pay?
Part VI of "Faculty Frustration" explores the possibilities.
Everybody's doing it.
Youngstown State, Kent
State University and the University of Cincinnati have
done it; and now, even our
neighbors to the north in
Toledo are talking about it.
Everybody's voting "Union
Yes" on Ohio's campuses,
and many people believe
Faculty Senate could play an
unintended role in establishing a teacher's union at Bowling Green.

MM} ITMlluIU
The Story Behind
Faculty Senate's Actions
Faculty senators are split
on whether or not a union
may happen here, and if such
a move would prove beneficial. But everyone at least believes it is possible.
Senator Donald McQuarie
is the president of the local
American Association of University Professors, a group
which has established unions
on many Ohio campuses. He
said he hopes the senate's inability to get resolutions
passed by the Board of
Trustees pushes the faculty to
vote in a union.
"I'd like to see it because
the senate is essentially
powerless," he said. "If the
trustees continue to ignore
See SENATE, page 5.

Tara Weber was raped.
"I knew he had done something
wrong, but rape never entered
my mind," she said.
Tara, a senior social work
major, went bar hopping with a
friend when she was 17. While
walking between bars near Kent
State University, they met three
students. These men offered Tara
and her friend a ride, which Tara
said was strange because the bar
was within two blocks.
They went to an apartment instead of the bar. Tara said her
friend told her to relax and have a
beer before disappearing into a
bedroom with one of the men.
"So, it was me and these two
Euys. They were joking about
ow to get me in bed and what
they were going to do to me," she
said. Tara was frightened and
said she wasn't interested.
"One of them held my hands
back and tried to kiss me," she
said. "At first, I tried to get my
hands free, but then I froze. I totally froze."
Tara does not recall being undressed.
One of the men left, but the one
who remained was 6 feet 3 inches
tall and weighed about 250
pounds. In an attempt to get
away, she lied to him.

"I said that this had happened
before and that I had a kid, but
eventually I quit talking because
he kept telling me to shut up. I
just gave up, she said. "I have
no idea how much time elapsed."
He got up and took a shower,
leaving Tara to find her clothes,
which were strewn about the
room. Her belt was under the bed.
Her underwear was in the trash.
Before she could leave, he
Eulled her onto his lap, holding
er there.
"I was flipping out. He said he
wanted to be my boyfriend and
that I couldn't leave until I gave
him my address. I made one up to
get out of there," she said.
"We walked back to my
friend's dorm, and I felt so disgusting. In the middle of the
night, I took the first of many long
showers," Tara said.
She showered often because she
always felt dirty. Sandee Standriff, director of the Victims' Advocacy Program at The Link,
said this response is common.
"There are no normal feelings,
but many victims have similar
reactions," she said. They tend to
feel ashamed, isolated, and
numb. Many are embarrassed to
go out because they feel everyone
knows, or they may be terrified
that they will be raped again.
Standriff said an average of
two rape victims contact her
every week for information on the

advocacy program. Many were
raped months or even years ago
and only now are able to get help.
The advocates are volunteers
who help a victim sort out her options and emotions. In addition,
advocates help access medical^
legal and psychological supports
in the community.
Standriff will serve more than
100 women this year, 85 percent of
whom will be University students.
Accurate rape statistics do not
exist, but the Student Health
Center sees at least one case each
week.
Since January, Barb Hoffman
nurse practitioner in women's
health, said she has been reporting all rapes to the police without
the victim's name. Only one
patient this academic year was
raped by a stranger.

□ See RAPE, page 5.
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Editorial
Gulf War goals
still unattained
Where is this liberation of Kuwait we all heard so
much about?
Ridding the small, Middle-eastern monarchy of its
Iraqi invaders was the subject of one of the largest military operations ever undertaken. Hundreds of
thousands of troops were sent and billions of dollars
were spent, all for restoring freedom to Kuwait.
The problem is, the people of Kuwait did not have
freedom before the Aug. 2 invasion and presently seem
to be moving further away from it.
Saturday, a new government took over, replacing the
temporary leadership put in place after the alliedvictory over Iraq. The new, 20-member Cabinet still retains members of the royal al-Sabah family, which has

ruled Kuwait for 235 years, in all the key positions. The
Kuwaiti constitution guarantees that an al-Sabah must
be in control of the government.
Under the al-Sabahs, personal and political freedoms
were routinely abused or were practically non-existent
even before the Gulf War.
•Free elections have been suspended since 1986 for
'reasons of security' and the al-Sabahs have shown no
signs of restoring tnem any time soon.
•The eligible voting electorate of Kuwait consists
solely of adult, Kuwaiti males who can prove Kuwaiti
ancestry prior to 1920.
The emir of Kuwait promised elections for a new parliament sometime next year, but gave no clear date,
and his crown prince has said they may be delayed
even further than next year. The only clear dates the
al-Sabahs have given are in declarations of martial law
for at least the next three months.
Meanwhile, as the royal family retakes the nation,
the people of Kuwait protest losing their nation once
again.
Organizers of the underground resistance groups
formed in Kuwait during the occupation say their

networks are able and ready to go back into action if
the government does not move to broaden democracy.
Many pro-democracy reform groups have organized
rallies and demonstrations in Kuwait. For months before the invasion, Kuwaitis by the thousands had been
protesting the suspension of free elections.
Frustration seems to be a common theme among the
people of Kuwait. There is a common saying in Kuwait
now: "Operation Desert Storm liberated the alSabahs, but not the people of Kuwait." That seems to
be an accurate reflection of the truth.
The freedom of Kuwait was the stated goal of the
war, and fighting dictatorships was one image our
?;overnment constantly evoked, paralleling World War
I and likening Saddam Hussein to Hitler.
However, the United States and its coalition members seem to have left the job only half done. Kuwait as
a nation is once again sovereign, but its citizens are
powerless as their nation returns once again to a dictatorial monarchy.
As long as freedom is only a concept in Kuwait, the
goals of Desert Storm are left incomplete.

SLS lawyer advises:
'Know your rights'
It is that time of year again.
The weather gets warmer,
spring fever creeps up, and deadlines for exams and papers are
just around the corner. The traditional East Merry Madness and
Frazee Frenzy have long been the
last stress releasers before
everyone really dives for the
books. Student Legal Services
Inc. would like to emphasize a

Guest
Column
by
Greg Bakies
few points about the law in order
for you to have a great party
while at the same time avoiding
the problems that came up this
past fall.
It's a guarantee that the BG
police will be there actively enforcing the law! They may videotape the event as well. It would be
wise not to be confrontational
with police or dispute their activity there. If you have complaints
regarding the police, contact Student Legal Services Inc.
•Control your party: Maintain
closed door parties if at all possible, and limit your party to
friends to avoid a "public" atomosphere.
•Know your rights: Under the

Respond

Fourth Amendment of the Constitution, be aware that police may
not need a warrant to enter your
apartment if you have an open
door where the public can enter
freely.
Police may question people
leaving your apartment to determine if you are serving
underage people. The Fifth
Amendment gives you the right
not to answer any questions, to
only identify yourself, and to
have an attorney present during
questioning. Remember that any
admissions may be used against
you later.
In order to avoid the possibility
of a criminal record, do not serve
alcohol to underage persons. If
you allow underage people to
drink at your home, even If they
bring their own alcohol, you are
liable for their actions even after
they leave your party. Underage
possession or underage consumption of alcohol is a misdeameanor
of the first degree; the maximum
penalties are a $1,000 fine and /or
six months in jail.
•Do you know what is in your
lease? Check it out for any party
restrictions. The landlord may
sue for breach of contract and
evict you if you violate the lease.
•Be aware of problems that can
occur at your party. When alcohol
is consumed and people are intoxicated, the likelihood of personal
injury, property damage, and
date rape increases greatly.
Being informed is the best way
to avoid any "run-ins" with the
law this spring. Have an awesome time and party smart!
Student Legal Services Inc. will
be happy to answer any questions
you may have.
Please address all
submissions to:

The BG Mews editorial
Eage is your campus forum,
etters to the editor should
be typewritten,
double-spaced, and signed.
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The BG News
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Campus event billed as 'additional party'
Friday night will be the beginning of the annual party weekend
that hits Bowling Green every
spring. This spring, however,
brings with it a new policy by the
Bowling Green Police Department. In the past the police have
used a containment policy. This
year they have promised to enforce the law.
This means that they will be arresting underage drinkers,
breaking up loud parties, and
confiscating kegs. Whether you
agree or disagree with this policy
is not important. What is important is that you realize that this is
the stance the police will be
taking this weekend and that you
take the proper precautions when
partying.
We had hoped to plan an organized alternative to East Merry

that would provide alcohol to Party has been planned as an adthose of age. several options were ditional party Friday evening.
The party will include musical
artists Tom Gorman (soft rock).
Kid Falacy (classic rock), and
Steel-N-Bread (reggae). Free
8izza and pop will be provided by
le Union and Domino's. Finally,
generous gifts from local merchants will be provided in a free
raffle. These include a $50 gift
certificate to Kaufman's and a
by
$20gift certificate to Finders.
The party will be outside beMike Sears
hind the Union so you can enjoy
and Scott Ziance
the weather. Another benefit of
this location is that it is close to
the other action (East Merry and
considered (downtown party, the bars). The rain location is the
Spring Fest, etc.), but they were Lenhart Grand Ballroom. The
not feasible due to a lack ot time party will last from 7 to 11 p.m.
and liability risks.
In the future we pledge to exHowever, the Campus Unity plore other options, which will

Guest
Column

satisfy both students and fulltime residents, including a variation of Spring Fest. We will pressure both the University ana the
city on this issue. If vou have any
suggestions for a future spring
y, please contact us at the
office. We need your input.
If you plan to go to East Merry,
please be careful. Take the precautions necessary to minimize
your chances of getting arrested.
Also, don't forget the Campus Unity Party! It is a great opportunity to get together with your
friends for some free food and
good entertainment. Have a nice
weekend!
Mike Sears Is president-elect
for Undergraduate Student
Government. Scott Ziance is a
USG senator.

STEAM candidate not best person for job
As the Democrats search for a
1992 presidential campaign sacrificial lamb, their most likely candidates are running for cover.
Not so in Bowling Green. No,
here in the city of lights where
we're tired of friction with police
and anti-student bigotry, sacrificial lambs are coming out of the
woodwork.
The newly-formed Students to
Elect a Mayor (STEAM) canvassed the student body in search of
a viable candidate and came up
with three choices — College
Democrats workhorse Greg Richey, newly elected USG Senator
Michael Brennan and News Top
Dog James A. Tinker.
Greg Richey, though he's
Eawed his heart into many a potical endeavor and accomplished terrific things both on and
off campus, is just not a sellable
candidate. As proven in the recent USG election, his soft-spoken
nature has doomed him to forever
oe a backstage player.
Mike Brennan shows great potential, but lacked experience to
win the committee's endorsement so the group settled on outgoing editor Jim Tinker.
While STEAM's heart may be
in the right place, it's not looking
for candidates there. If you're go-

ing to do it, do it right.
Not only does Tinker lack experience in government, his leadership and decision-making skills
are questionable at best and his
candidacy seriously compromises the integrity of what was
once the nation's best daily college newspaper.
The best possible candidate
would be USG Vice President
Linda Schnetzer. Unfortunately,
the best candidate doesn't want

Leftfield
by
Wynne
Everett

■
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the Job and despite STEAM'S
efforts to recruit her, she remains
unpersuadable. They should have
tried harder.
Not only does Schnetzer have
campus-wide respect but she
could bring to the mayor's race
tremendous name recognition —
something STEAM does not have
time to gain for Tinker.

Schnetzer also has extensive
experience beyond campus. As
former National, State and
Community Affairs Coordinator
for USG, she earned the respect
and trust of the generally antistudent permanent citizens with
her Adopt-a-Block program.
Perma-residents will never
vote for a student, but STEAM at
least ought to choose a candidate
they wfll not actively oppose.
Someone they are familiar with
would be the best possible choice.
Beyond Schnetzer, STEAM
should look for candidates with
similar qualities such as likable,
!;overnment-wise Bob Liegl, Colege Democrats guru Chris Redfem, College Republicans adviser and recent graduate Tim
Brown or even ousted USG President Kevin Coughlln.
Though his power base is considerably weakened, Coughlln
still commands respect both on
and off campus. Many STEAM
members, however, say they find
Coughlln personally repugnant
and would not consider nim despite his viability.
Here's a serious flaw in the
STEAM logic. The mayor's race
is not a popularity contest Almost everyone who spends more
than 10 minutes with Kevin

Coughlin finds him personally repugnant, but the fact remains he
is a potentially consumate administrator and student advocate.
A student can win the mayor's
office. Present Mayor Edwin Miller only needed 2,960 votes to win
in 1987. More than 3.000 students
voted in last month's USG elections.
With the perma-resident vote
split between Democrat City
Council President Joyce Kepke
and Republican former City Administrator Wes Hoffman, students ought to be able to win if
only half the eligible voters make
it to the polls.
Building a large student ticket
can only serve to benefit every
student candidate. With Tinker in
the mayor's race, he and the
three student city council candidates (Republican Scott Ziance,
Democrat Alex Teodosio and Independent Amy Hamm) can
work together to get out the vote.
Chances are if you get students to
the polls, they will vote a straight
student ticket.
The problem with STEAM is
that they have the right idea but
the wrong candidate.
Wynne Everett is a columnist
for The News.

Coughlin looks ahead
Outgoing USG president sees optimistic future
by Scott (it-miner
staff writer

Kevin Coughlin is the most recognizable Univeristy student and
for good reason.
He stormed campus as a
freshman in 1988 creating publici-

Coughlin is looking forward to
reducing a tireless schedule
which dates back to high school.
Captaining the track and cross
country teams at Woodridge High
School in Peninsula, Ohio,
Coughlin had little interest in politics but was considered the
voice of the school" for his re-

' If a leader keeps his plans secret and then
springs them on people without seeking
the advice of others, then all that he has
done one day is pretty much undone the
next. Because public reaction to it is so
great... the leader becomes subservient to
the opinions of the masses rather than the
opinions of the people on his team."
ty and stirring controversy by
debating for presidential candidate George Bush and assuming
the leadership reins of USG.
Now that his volatile two year
administration has been replaced, all he strives to be is
anonymous.
"Next fall I'm going to spend a
lot of time with my friends and
my [fraternity] brothers. I love
to cook — I'm going to have the
best kitchen in Bowling Green,"
he said. "I'm just going to kick
back and have fun for once."
RSA
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FALCONS N€ST SODR SHOPP€

The Resident Student
Association Announces
Its 1991-1992 Officers

APARTMENTS
Within walking distance to campus for
summer 1991 and 1991 - 92 school year.

President
Vice-President
NCC
Treasurer
Secretary
CI.S.G. Senator

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included, air conditioning.
Contact: Resilient Manager
641 Third St.. Apt. 4. B.G.
392-4380

bellious morning announcements. Upon graduation, several
teachers helped him move to
Washington, D.C. — beginning
his political career four days
after receiving his diploma in the
summer of 1988.
Coughlin said he was motivated
to make this bold move when he
role-played U.S. Senator Jesse
Helms in a senior American
government class. Ironically, his
first contact in Washington was
Helms who showed him around
the White House. He planned
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events for the Republican convention that summer and lined up
support for Bush's campaign.
Upon entering the University in
fall of 1988, Coughlin dueled verbally with College Democrat
members on the presidential
election. Through his efforts in
support of Bush, he came in contact with the College Republicans
but was quickly alienated by their
tactics such as harassment of political opponents.
"The College Republicans did
things the campaign didn't
want," he recalled. Their behavior was tacky and tasteless."
After the election, Coughlin involved himself in USG and was
selected vice-president under
Tim Peterson when the position
was vacated. His experience with
USG and personal ambition
Bushed him toward a remarkable
SG presidential victory in the
spring of 1989.
"The times and the person
met," he said. "We needed
someone who took it very seriously — we needed someone heavyhanded."
Coughlin's first year as president was a year of progress, he
said.
"We needed to bring students
back into the action — protect the
students." he said. "For instance, course and faculty evaluSee COUGHLIN, page 4.
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Catch that Summer Feeling

R.E. Management
113 Railroad Street 352-9302
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Saturday, April 27
8 p.m.- Kobacker Hall
Moore Center • Bowling Green State University
Tickets: $9, $7. $5 (Students receive a $2 discount)
To reserve tickets, call 419/372-8171
Sponsored by the College of Musical Arts, Ethnic Studies. Office of Residence
Services, Office of Alumni Affairs and University Activities Organization
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PHYSICALLY INJURED YOURSELF

BEEN ARRESTED
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Because of ALCOHOL?
Get help If you need U. Talk to your
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Location
733 Manvme
701 Fourth St.
Rockledoe Manor
755 Manwitie
041 Eighth St.

Summer Price
S550
S550
S550
S550
S550

Bring in this ad for
$100 off first months rent when signing a fall lease
$50 off first months rent when signing a summer lease
one discount per lease
offer good thru April 30

Congratulations and best wishes to the
1991-92 National Student Exchangers! Have a
wonderful semester at your host campuses
and we'll see when you get back next year!
Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Christy AmosUniversity of Maine
Mike BrewsterUniversity of New Mexico
Amy BroekerUniversity of Alabama
Deb DurkinUniversity of Wyoming
Dan DuricaEast Carolina University
Lori FranklinJennifer Goettemoeller
CSU- Northridge
Melanie GustmWinthrop College
Brlan HalloranTrenton State College
Kristin HerbsterUniversity of New Mexico
Northern Arizona
Heatfier HintonUniversity of South Carolina
Kelly JonesMontana State
Carol KlimaWinthrop
College
Melissa KokeWestern State Colorado
MicheHe LimingShannon MerrilUniversity of Oregon
Marjorie MilnorHunter College-NYC
Jennifer ShepardMontana State
Michelle ShipmanEastern New Mexico
Cassie SniderSonoma State University
Anthony SnyderFlorida Int. University
Anne Marie SpahrColorado State University
Joellyn ThompsonUniversity of Minn. -Twin Cities
Juha KellerCSU at Bakerstield
Have fun next year!
Cooperative Education Office
'National Student Exchange Program'
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USG booklet to undergo change
size will be a better indication of
student attitudes."
Carleton agreed the validity of
the booklet will increase, but said
the booklets will not be "100 percent accurate" until evaluation
forms can be handed out in classes.
"We would have a captive audience which would increase
sample size," Stofka said. "But
the chances of being able to do
that don't look too promising."
USG passed a resolution in
February asking faculty to cooperate by letting students use defiartmental course evaluation
onus or hand out their own
forms in classes, but departments have not agreed.
According to Stofka, many faculty members still oppose student
evaluations and he doubts they
will soon release departmental
evaluations to USG or allow the
group to give classes supplemental evaluation forms.

James West, associate professor of marketing, reviewed
USG's pilot book evaluating business courses and agrees the best
way to give evaluations is to hand
them out in classes.
However, he said instructors
may have valid arguments
against the plan.
"Doing evaluations will take up
class time. Also, the [USG] evaluation may take away from the
time students spend on departmental evaluations — if both are
done in class," he said.
Stofka said faculty members
have also criticized USG's
research and use of statistics but
he believes these criticisms are
misdirected because the booklet
"was never intended to be a scientific study."
Rattier, he said the booklet was
intended to increase people's
awareness of course and instructor attributes before making
course section choices.

dy-made episode for an afternoon
soap opera, this spring's USG
election was filled with rumor,
innuendo, and drama — and The
BG News was there to report it
all.
Coughlin said the negative publicity ne received as president
has made him bitter toward the

3 bedroom furnished apartments

paper and he contends the editors
failed to remain objective in the
last USG elections.
"You've got to live with the
Cress but this semester's (USG)
eat reporter was used quite a bit
by the editors. I sensed feelings of
hostility from them," he said. "I
feel great relief that I don't have
to worry about what they're saying in the damn newspaper anymore.
"I think there was a very obvious hidden agenda this semester by The News.
Coughlin s suspicion stems
from what he considered favorable press coverage of his administration in the past.
"I think The BG News itself as
an institution is an outstanding
newspaper — but this semester I
have to say this is the worst paper
I've ever seen," he said. "There
was a great tendency this semester to take rumor and hearsay
and report it as fact. Matter of
factly, five out of 10 times there
was a mistake in a USG article."

■ir Check our special discounted rates for our •.:■
new apartments for Fall 1991

FREE CATALOG

by Robert Davidson
staff writer

In response to past criticisms,
the Faculty and Course Evaluation Booklet produced by USG is
getting a boost in sample size and
statistical information.
Undergraduate Student
Government academic affairs
coordinator David Stofka said
only five evaluations were needed
last year to include a course in
the booklet, but this year more
evaluations will be required.
He is not yet sure how many
evaluations will be necessary.
Academic affairs committee
chairperson, Anne Carleton, said
USG is considering more evaluations to more accurately rate
courses and instructors.
"About twice the number of
evaluations submitted last year
have been turned in this year,"
Stofka said. "The larger sample

Professor receives
psychology award

"Before the book came out,
people asked friends about a
class and got at the most two or
three opinions. We just want to
offer many different opinions to
students choosing between
several sections [of a class],"
Stofka said.

was surprised when he
received the award.

by Nicole Nuhn
contributing writer

"I just don't think I do anything special — I was surErised when I heard I won,"
esaid.

USG also plans to add statistical comparisons of class size to
the number of people evaluating
the course and instructor so students can judge the strength of
each rating.

Dale Klopfer, assistant
Srofessor of psychology, is
le first professor to receive
the Psychology Professor of
the Year Award, sponsored
by Psi Chi and the Undergraduate Association.

"Evaluations by only a few
members of a class would carry
less weight than [evaluations] by
a majority of class members,'
Stofka said.
West believes including the
class size as compared to the
number of responses will ease
faculty criticisms of the booklet
because the impact of ratings will
be more genuine than in the past.

Klopfer graduated with a
degree in psychology from
Cornell and went to graduate
school at Columbia. He advises psychology students,
and although he knows many
students in Psi Chi he is not a
member.
In addition, he teaches
several courses and said he

The article which hurt him
most was a report which alleged
Coughlin had discriminated
against LAGA President Dave
Steeves in a USG cabinet position. To the astonishment of
many (and amusement of some)
USG vice president Linda
Schnetzer leaked the story to the
paper which revealed an unreconcilable rift between the two.
"Linda shocked and disappointed
a lot of people," he said.
r
'I felt angry and betrayed — she
is a really puzzling person.
"On paper she was an outstanding vice presidential candidate
but Linda didn't — and still
doesn't — understand the role of
vice president," he said.
Coughlin admits his Machiavellian leadership style might have
contributed to Schnetzer's alienation and his own political demise.
"If a leader keeps his plans secret and then springs them on
people without seeking the advice
of others, then all that he has
done one day is pretty much un-

done the next." Coughlin said.
"Because public reaction to it is
so great that it ends up swaying
his opinion so that the leader becomes subservient to the opinions
of the masses rather than the
opinions of the people on his
team.
"For awhile this year I tried a
couple of other things — keeping
a plan secret — and what you do
when you do that is make the
leader very vulnerable. You are
much more swayed by the will of
the people instead of your advisers.
"It didn't impede the progress
of government this year but it did
create internal conflicts."
As the election steamed into the
final week, Coughlin's main competition was the bipartisan attraction of Mike Sears and Rob
Rouhtzahn. Their narrow victory
puzzled Coughlin.
"It happens — I've won more
than I've lost," he said. "But
there is no logical reason why it
should have ended that way. We

Klopfer said the psychology
department has many hign
quality professors and apEroximately 35 faculty memers could have been selected.
"Among such a good pool of
teachers [the award] is quite
an honor, Klopfer said.
For his accomplishment,
Klopfer will have his name on
a plaque in the Psychology
Budding.

COUGHUN
□ Continued from page 3.
ation booklets —which for years
the faculty did not want to cooperate in any way — were instituted. I guess the point is that now
USG is daily news."
However, the "news" was not
always good for Coughlin, especially toward the end of his second term. In what seemed a rea-

Fall 1991 Leases Available
for

NEW
Columbia Courts
Apartments

of Government Books
Send/or your copy today!

Call 352-0717 for more information

Free Catalog
Boi 37000
Washington DC 20O1S-70OO

CAMPUS
UNITY PARTY
When: Friday, April 26th
7pm -11pm
Where: Behind the Union
(Rain location: Grand Ballroom)

B.G.S.U. Symphonic Band
In

Mark S. Kelly, conductor
Kobacker - 8 p.m. - Wednesday, April 24

A
A

SAVED IS

EARNED.

* FREE PIZZA & POP
* FREE GIVEAWAYS

Come find out about
our LOW summer rates!
• air conditioning
• pool

Winthrop Terrace Apts 352-9135

LIVE MUSIC FEATURING:
• Tom Gorman
•Kid Falacy
•Steel -N- Bread

ROCKLEDGE
MANOR
DI.O
2 BDRMS, 2 BATHS, WALK-IN CLOSET,
DISHWASHER, STORAGE AREAS

Come & Enjoy the
Festivities!

Starting At $420™°'

RE MANAGEMENT

had fantastic supporters — we
had the better message and campaign."
Coughlin is suspect of the
"Campus Unity" message Sears
is sending to students.
"Sears mirrored one of my
campaigns," he said. "But, Mike
and I are like night and day.
"Rob Routzahn will be running
the show more than Mike will.
Mike is a likable fellow but not
very articulate.
"For instance, Mike was probably one of the worst chief legislative officers I've seen in my
life. He couldn't run the floor —
couldn't run the agenda. He
couldn't even inspire those 36
senators to show up to programs
put on by committees. A lot of legislation he brought up was devisive — which were meant to be
devisive."
Coughlin foresees a rocky marriage between Sears and Routzahn.
With the election behind him,
Coughlin has no regrets about
running for a third term besides
initial hesitation about himself
' 'wearing thin'' with students.
"If I hadn't run I wouldn't be
satisfied," he said. "I'll iust put
the hurdle up one more notch.
Coughlin said he is keeping his
options op?n for the future.
"Grad school is particularly
inviting right now. I'm trying to
leave it open," he said. "I have
this great spectrum of options —
anywhere between being c. -s
country coach at my high school
to being the Pope."
If Kevin Coughlin's brief political tenure is any indication, he
will probably try to be both.
507 E. MERRY
2 bedroom, turnrsned
apartments
Very dose to campus
FREE water and sewer
9 1 '2 month or year leases

Private perttinQ
Laundry facilities
See the professional management team
at
NEWLOVE RENTALS

Our only oMIce:
321 S. Main 352-5620

WORRIED ABOUT
AIDS?
FREE, ANONYMOUS
ANTIBODY TESTING AT
MEDICAL COLLEGE
HOSPITAL
381-3741
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
INC.
(SASI)
243-7274
TOLEDO HEALTH
DEPARTMENT
245-1701

Ask for testing time*

MANVILLE
733. 735. 777
2 BDRMS, Furnished
1 '/t Baths
$450 per month. 9 mo. lease
$384 per month. 12 mo. lease

Bring in this ad for

$100 OFF
First months rent when signing a
fall lease, one discount per lease
offer good thru April 30

113 Railroad St.
352 9302
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SOVIET

CANDIDATE

I Continued from page 1.
Alexei Prigarin, a Central Committee member, in an interview
with The Associated Press.
"There will be a real fight,"
said Zoya Krylova, another Central Committee member. "The
plenum will be very heated. It's a
huge country undergoing change
and now we need to decide which

"There is a mounting challenge
to President Gorbachev from
what we call conservative forces
in the party apparatus," said
S'residential spokesman Vitaly
gnatenko.
"The apparatus is about to take
revenge for perestroika ... and

Gorbachev is facing a challenge
to his leadership, and this is malting itself felt, so President Gorbachev is in an uneasy position,"
Ignatenko told a news briefing.
Gorbachev will deliver an economic report to the plenum, Ignatenko said, and he expects some
unpleasant issues" will be raised.

The strike shut down the huge
Minsk Tractor Works and a large
machine tool plant, and partially
idled the Integral electronics
firm, Geremenchuk said. As in
the previous walkout, transport,
communications, stores, hospitals and other essential services
continued to work.

women, but 10 percent of rapes
reported nationally have male
victims.
Victim's Advocacy volunteers
are specially trained to counsel
male rape victims, but no males
have contacted The Link.
Although they encourage victims to report rapes to the police,
The Link does not always report
rapes.
"We are a counseling center.
We need to offer confidentiality,
or people won't come here. The

decision should be made by the
victims, and we will make reports if that is what they want,"
Standriff said.
People may not make reports
to the police or seek medical attention because they are not sure
if a rape occurred, Standriff said.
Victims may feel at fault for not
fighting or for being sexually
aroused before the attack.
"In her heart of hearts, if she
knew she did not want to have
sex, it's rape," Standriff said. "A-

lso, just because a woman is kissing and petting does not mean she
has consented to sex."
According to Barb Waddell,
public information officer for
public safety, rape occurs if a
woman does not or cannot give
consent to sex. She said if a woman is too intoxicated to make an
informed decision, a man could
face a rape charge for having
intercourse, even if she seemed to
want sex.
Many times the use of alcohol

sity would work with [a union] in
senate resolutions, it
creates more and more frustra- negotiating."
Senate Chairperson Harold
tion and could possibly force colLunde remained neutral, but said
lective bargaining."
Senator Ronald Stoner is an- unions are not always a cure-all.
"Unions are sometimes
other strong union supporter, but
said he does not believe collective criticized by constituent groups
as
not reflecting the will of those
bargaining will make its way to
groups," he said. "They do not
the University.
"There's not enough support eliminate disagreement.
The effect a union would have is
from the faculty," he said.
A union vote did come up dur- uncertain. The University is seing Hollis Moore's presidency in verely limited in how much it
early 1979, said history professor
Stuart Givens. The union was
defeated by a 320-311 count, but
the issue had a divisive effect on
the campus, he said.
Givens said he doubts a union
vote would prove as close in the
near future.
"I don't think [a union] is likely
to happen, at least through a perceived failure of the Faculty Senate," he said. "It would take a
major incident."
One possible incident could
spring from the University's current budget crunch. Faculty
members are not expected to
receive any pay raise for next
year, and they will have to shoulder an added share of health care
costs.
Blaine Ritts and Elliot Blinn
are two senators who feel a faculty union is imminent. Like
McQuarie, Ritts said senate ineffectiveness in making University policy may result in collective
bargaining.
"It becomes more and more
possible every day," he said.
Blinn said the senate would be
responsible for a union forming at
theUniversity.
"The failure of the Faculty
Senate to be an effective voice
means the senate will be substituted for. I don't look forward to
that. That would have a terribly
demoralizing effect on faculty."
University President Paul Olscamp had little to say on the issue, simply stating "the Univer-

could allocate to faculty compensation due to the tightening budget situation.
"Even if we had a union, we
would have to negotiate within
the bounds of what's possible,"
said senator Ralph Wolfe. "We
may never get what we want."
The National Education Association, American Foundation of
Teachers, and the AAUP are established faculty union organizations. None has managed to

schedule or is actively pressing
for a union vote.
However, unions are expected
to face difficulty should they attempt to establish collective bargaining at the University. Bowling Green is an established Republican town, and as University

way to go."

Continued from page 1
so they can legitimately front a
candidate.
STEAM members will make
contributions to fund Tinker's
campaign, and the group intends
to have events to raise additional
monies for the campaign.
Tinker will face Republican
Wes Hoffman and Democrat

Joyce Kepke in the Nov. 5 election.
Student candidates now include
city council at-large candidate
Democrat Alex Teodosio and
Ward 1 hopefuls Amy Hamm, an
independent, and Republican
Scott Ziance.

RAPE
i Continued from page 1.
The Wood County Hospital
emergency room treats about two
rape victims each month, according to Head Nurse Pam Barrett.
The hospital reports rapes with
the victim's name unless she
wants her name withheld.
In this academic year, the
campus police have received four
rape reports. Since January, the
city police have taken approximately six reports, Detective Al
Alvord said.
All these reports involved

makes victims more vulnerable
"Underage drinking is a crime
to rape.
but not a felony. We have never
Hoffman said the health center
prefers to take a blood alcohol
reading if a rape victim has been
drinking.

charged anyone with underage
drinking after a sexual assault,"
Waddell said. "In most acquaintance rapes alcohol is involved."

"People think that weakens the ' No University students have
case, but it doesn't. It shows she been convicted of rape this year,
but three have been found guilty
couldn't give consent," she said.
If women under 21 are raped of sexual imposition, a miswhile drinking, they should still demeanor. These men face minimum suspension of a year.
come forward.

SENATE
U Continued from page 1.
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President Paul Olscamp has said,
the University has traditionally
been more close-knit than most.
But a union looks more likely
than it has in 12 years.
"The biggest catalyst will be a
depression and the demise of the
Faculty Senate," Blinn said. "If

you end up with no representation, somebody's going to
fill that vacuum.
Thursday, Part VII of "Faculty
Frustrations" will focus on senate leadership, the difference it is
making and the difference it is
capable of making.

NEWIPVE
Rentals

YOUR NEEDS COME FIRST
Rent your apartment now and enjoy these special benefits:
•No parental guarantee
'Professional management
•Full time maintenance
*Three person prices
* Ask about our free maid service •

Renting is our only business. . .
We work for you!
Check out these apartments:
309 High St.
803 5th St.
228 S. College

328 S. Main SI.

IRO

IRO

IRO

IRO

801 5th St.
843 6th St.
507 E. Merry

(our onlv oil ice)

824 6th St.
709 5th St.
114 S. Main

352-5620

IRO

International Relations Organization
Elections for next year
Everyone Welcome - oil positions
and memberships open.

TONIGHT at 7:30pm 114 Ed.
Get involved... "Make new friends."
IRO

IRO

IRO

IRO

IRO

IRO

IRO

IRO

IRO

IRO

IRO

IRO

IRO

IRO'

Come Live with Us!
Summer & Fall
Preferred Properties
8th & High
Bowling Green, Ohio
Fox Run
Haven House Manor
Piedmont
Blrchwood Place

Mini Mall
Small Bldgs.
Frontier Housing
Houses

Efficiencies, 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom - f-urnished or Unfurnished,
Laundry facilities available
All rentals have full use of Cherrywood Health Spa

M-F 9:00-4:30

352-9378

iim^mMfiZM
TWO, 10"

TWO, 12"

TWO, 14"

ORIGINAL HAND-TOSSED
CHEESE PIZZAS

ORIGINAL HAND-TOSSED
CHEESE PIZZAS

ORIGINAL HAND-TOSSED
CHEESE PIZZAS

UT throws no-hitter at Falcons
Two pitchers stifle BG hitters in rain-delayed doubleheader
by Steve Easton
assistant sports editor

Not even the wet weather could prevent
Toledo from no-hitting Bowling Green's
baseball team Tuesday.
After winning the first game of the
doubleheader 4-2, the Rockets no-hit the
Falcons during the rain-delayed nightcap.
UT pitcher Marc Wilkins (4-2) pitched
the first five-and-one-third innings in the
4-2 triumph, while reliever Troy Keegan
successfully completed the no-hitter for
his first save after a 69-minute rain delay.
BG (11-22-1) fell to last place in the MidAmerican Conference at 3-11 as a result of
the two defeats (eight straight overall),
and Toledo (17-15) resides in a seventhplace tie with Central Michigan at 4-6.
The rainy conditions came during the
bottom of the sixth inning with UT leading
4-0. Catcher Daren Stiles and leftfielder
Chris Griffin were on first and second with

struck out four in one-and-two-thirds innings of one-hit relief.
BG rallied in the bottom of the sixth with
a two-run double by Moosbrugger which
scored Marc Tubbs and Griffin.
UT's Eran Quinlan (2-3) picked up the
victory for the Rockets in relief and Wilkins gained his third save before starting
the second game and combining on the nohitter.

one out and third baseman Chris Metres
was facing Wilkins.
But when play resumed Rocket manager
Stan Sanders summoned Keegan to complete the no-hitter.
Metres hit the ball to Keegan who threw
the ball into center field while attempting
to force Griffin and begin a double play.
Stiles scored and Griffin went to third as a
result of the error.
Griffin scored on a sacifice fly when
rightfielder Bob Moosbrugger lifted a
short fly ball into right field.
Pinch-hitter Mitch Dougherty took a
called third strike to end the Falcons' final
scoring threat.
UT struck for four runs in the third on a
grand slam by centerf ielder David Minarcin off BG pitcher Greg Sharp (2-3).
In the first game, the Rockets notched
single runs in the third and fourth before
Keegan belted a two-run homer in the sixth
to knock out Falcon starter Brent Spray
(2-3). Jeff Brown relieved Spray and

Greenbriar Inc.
Summer & Fall Rentals
• Good Assortment of
rentals still available •
Stop in and check out
our special deals for
Summer & Fall 1991

D D D

The Falcon Softball team (17-22, 6-8)
split its doubleheader with Toledo (24-20,
12-6) Tuesday, winning the first game 4-3
(15 innings) and dropping the second 9-0.
BG's winning run in the opener scored
when Rocket pitcher Christin Chadwick
lost control of the ball on a 3-2 pitch to junior Kim Snyder. The ball went backwards
and scored freshman Rachelle Highfill for
the winning run.
Highfill led off the inning with a double
and moved to third on a single by winning
pitcher Jody Record (10-12).

Nick Leyva fired
by Philadelphia
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Nick
Leyva was fired Tuesday by the
Philadelphia Phillies just 13
games into the season and was
replaced by Jim Fregosi.
The Phillies opened the season
4-9 and looked like a losing club.
They had a 4.77 earned run average and wild pitches galore,
made 15 errors and had just seven home runs.

"My team has not been playing
good, I'll be the first to admit,1*
Leyva said. "We just haven't
played the way we're capable of
Slaying. If somebody's got to take
le blame, it's probably me, because I'm the one that's running
these guys out there."
Leyva will not remain with the
team in any capacity.

■O N«ws/Jav Murdoch

Falcon pitcher Brent Spray deliver i a pitch during the first game of
Tuesday's twinblll against Toledo.

**** **************

i

i Davis, KC

I FALCON FEVER! J

i

****************i

352-0717
224 E. Wooster

Campus Pollyeyes
440 E. Court
352-9638
Pagliais
945 S. Main
352-7571

PoOJeyts

Wed. Spaghetti $2.00
Thur. Lasagna $2.50
"~Medlum~2T'~'
pizza with one item and a
Qt. of Soda
(specify thin or pan)
Only$6.00
Expires 4/30/91

-v.

B.G. TAXI
352-0796
Volunteer Appreciation
Week
NM^M.

April 21-27

"Thank You"
to over 160 BGSCJ volunteers
who have helped us throughout
the past year.
We couldn't do it without you!

PEACE CORPS: A Good Career Move

shut down
Tribe, 6-0
CLEVELAND (AP) — Storm
Davis pitched a five-hitter for his
first shutout since 1985 and Kirk
Gibson homered for the third
straight game as the Kansas City
Royals beat the Cleveland Indians 6-0 Tuesday night.
It was the fourth time the Indians have been blanked in 12
games this season. They are 1-4
at home.
Davis (2-1) pitched his first
complete game of the season and
only his third in the last five
years, walking none and striking
out four. His last shutout was a
three-hit, 6-0 win against Seattle
on Aug. 30, 1985, while with Baltimore.
Davis is 10-2 lifetime against
Cleveland, including 6-0 at Cleveland Stadium.
Eric King (1-2) lasted four-anda-third innings, giving up six runs
and 10 hits.
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Peace Corps Education Opportunities
BGSU Teacher Job Fair
BGSU University Union
Tomorrow
1-800-521-8686
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Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

PERSONALS

Attention PHI ETA SIGMA apnng inmates' Just
■ ntmindar about tr* banquM on Sunday. Aprl
28. from 3 00 • 5 00' Receive your certificate,
your pin/cfwm. end tree retresnmantat

* AOD * BETA 600 * AQD
The Alpha Game say:
BETAr
BETA!

ATTENTION PRE LAW SOCIATY A PHI AlPHA DELTA MEMBERS/NONMEMBERS:
Final moettng (or 1990-91 year April 28.
Thure. 7 pm In BA 104. Coma twar Judge
OaCaaana apeak Also, elections wB be haM
(or the new 1991-92 unified law group of
BQBU.Queationa? Cal Uaa 362-957 7_
DRY DOCK NEWS
That Sat April 27th Dry Dock wB be open (or
the last time (at least lor this year) To celebrate
we are having our Annual CLOSE OUT BASH.
Coma fotn the (un. along with game* and dancing. 0 • 1 am are the hours lor thai (undaad
evening Take moae study braaka at the Dock
See ya Saturday
PUBLIC NOTICE
The Monteaaort School ol Bowing Green, Irtc
located at 1616 E Wooater. Unit Q. Bowing
Green. Ohio haa requested (rom the Ohio Department of Education Approval to Operate
Any persona having knowledge o( racial discriminatory practices In the recruitment o( students
admissions, employment
acholanshlpa/toana/lee waiver*, educational programa, or athletics. e«tr*curncuav activities
should contact the Division of Equal Educational
Opportunities. 65 South Front Street. Room
416. Columbus. Ohio 432660306. Telephone number (614) 4663316
AN complaints made wU be investigated prior to
the Issuance ol Approval to Operate to said
school
WICI - WICI a WICI
The last Women In Communications. Inc.
meeting will be Wed. April 24 at 7 p.m. In 210
Hayes. Ellen Vounkar artll apeak, along wtth
several other gueele. Don't miss HI Questions? Call Amy at 3S4-670S.

LOST & FOUND
Found. ied>es gold watch In BA raetroom. Describe to claim 354-6053 ■ Uaa

SERVICES OFFERED

•GOLDEN KEY BAFFLEIWin Gfff Certificatee From:
Tuxedo Junction
Croy's Supper Oub
Dominica
SOnger*
Damen'a
Plue other prizes (rom TO'l.SB X , Uhlmana
and morallOnty Si per chance. Buy them at
the table outside the EudcaUon Buadlng Apr!
24 a 25 Drawing wB be held on April 28th'

AGD ' BETA 500 * AQD
Beta attitude ol the week
Attitude is EVERYTHING

•JaU-O"

All Hall KING FUJIYAMA
Fia Island 1901

"■no* Girt"
We are 500 bkxka away (rom OSU and we
keep getting farther away! Rob-0 and Bradley,
what can we say Illinois State and Iowa Rugby
Rule. I want to transfer1 From Park Alley- hey
come on lets dance to the Parke Hotel-where'a
my earrings? My new earrings oh my god my
coal la In Iowa! We u see you btecuits and gravy
gala In Toledo or O S U
Jackie
Iowa Gal''
• ZBT " GAMMA PHI ■ ZBT ■
Congratulations lo Jen* Taylor on his recent lavsJartng to Gamma Phi Angela Partee
* ZBT ' GAMMA PHI ■ ZBT ■
" ZBT " ZBT • ZBT • ZBT *
Congratulations to Greg Sttnaon. ZBTt new
Social Chair
• ZBT " ZBT ' ZBT • ZBT ■
•SIQEP-Mr NiceGuy'SJQEP*
(The TOUGHEST man In the world)
Phi Mu formal Christmas Lights. Kevin Bacon.
What? no lights "Impraaaa-rve" favors or
should I aay prize, just warn me. before you fte.
My awesome cookies your big. bad boots.
Don't call me sonny. I might Buck. Florida
gooaebumpa. "Don't call her that.'' Al my atortea. your Butts hat. They're all keepers, what
can I aay. thanks (or the fourth chance, have a
SWEET day* I can't watt (or our crosscountry
convertible trip-rt will be a rocking good time'
-PHI MU' Gordon 'PHIMU*'
ADOPTION NOT ABORTION - We are a happiry
married chadsaaa Chrtehan couple eager to
adopt a while Infant. Call collect
419-35B-9370after5 30 pm

DONT LOSE YOUR RENTAL DEPOSIT'
HAVE DAMAGES REPAIRED)
FOR A FREE ESTIMATE CALL SEAN
352 7763. LEAVE MESSAGE
PREGNANT?
Wa can help Free pregnancy tests and supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Cal 354-HOPE

AGO * Amy Johnson * Jeanne Eds * AOTT
Helenas are finally 21'""
I'm sorry I can't believe that1 Please do not go to
Chi CN's again' Have a great week and an even
better weekend! Maybe we'l have to make another bet with Schembn .
Tri-Svede Love and Mine.
Svenaon

AGO ■ AGO " AGO * AGO
Outstanding Senior
Kathy SmoJen
Outstanding Junior Maggie Veverka
Outatanding Sophomore Ubby Ward
Outstanding Freshman Cecil* Bunting

All Hell KINO FUJIYAMA
Fiplslsnd 1991
All Hall KINO FUJIYAMA
Fiji Island 1991

All Hall KING FUJIYAMA
Fiji Island 1991
Alpha Gam Senkxe.
Good Luck in the "real world"
We win aU miss you!
AOTT Big Lara AOTT
Good |ob on the House Dedication! We'l hav*
to gel together soon and make 1.000 more (I
nger sandwiches!
Love.
Kristin
AOTT • AOTT • AOTT
Greek Week was definitely a huge success1
Congratulations to all ol our Sisters who participated in the Variety Show and the Delia Upellon Bike Race! Thanks to you. wa won
Variety Show ■ Best Overall Performance
(third year Ina rowi'lHHHI'H)
•Most HumorouB aklt
Bike Race - second place
Lei's keep up the good work! Beta 3 Days'
AOTT * AOTT * AOTT
ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO
The Brothers ol Alpha Tau Omega would Ike to
congratulate David "Skeexli" Chapman on
his recent pinning ol Erica Neal
ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO
Attention al Campus Sisters. Csmpus Brothers. Adopt-e-Grandparent and Filling Home
Volunteers. The executive board members ol
Volunteers in Progress invite you lo a VIP Recognition Picnic on Sunday Aprl 26, 1991 (rom
1 pm to 4 pm at Bowing Green City Park The
picnic wB take place rain or shine and transportation Is available to thoee in need Please
RSVP on the sign up sheet inside 405 Student
Services by 5 pm Thursday April 26.

Attention Students
If you find ■ Summer Job ON YOUR OWN
that Is related to your Career goal»
Come to the Co-op Office
236 Administration Building
372-2451
toregleterfor
Free Academic Recognition
ATTENTION 6QSU HOCKEY FANS: Visit Den's
Table at the Sportscard Show <n the Woodland
Mel on Sal Aprl 27 I specialize in hockey
cards ol former Falcons BLAKE. EMERSON,
LKJT. CAVALLINI. YSEBAERT, ETC.
AXO BETA COACHES ARE AWESOMEIM
Beta 500 Beta 500
Onry 3 days'
Beta 500 Beta 500
Beta 500 Happy Hours
Friday April 26
4-9 pm
Tu.edo Junction
CAMPUS SISTERS
Thank you all for a wonderful year"! Al ol you
were great with your littles and have tormed
friendships with them that wU last lor a lletime
Have a great summer end good luck on those
hneJa
Your coordinators
Jean Headfey
and
UaaUghtman
Oelta Gamma returns
SAE ladrace champa. Phi Mu Wacky Sac
Champa. Ail Greek Philanthropy Spirit award.
and DU Bike Race champtone The tradition
continues • Congratulations!
DELTA ZETA DELTA ZETA DELTA ZETA
Get psyched (or Friday's
"Camp Jimmy Buffett"
DO DO DO DO
Ginger Rolll of Delta Gamma • Congratulations
on your fresh water pearling to Todd Hayes ol
Dayton, Ohio
Did you know? Moat abortions are performed
lor social. non-medical reasons and legal abrtiona increase sterility and miscarrisges
DRV DOCK NEWS
This Sat. April 27th Dry Dock wdl be open lor
the last time (at least lor this year) To celebrate
we are having our annual Close Out Baah.
Come join the (un. along with games and dancing 9-1 am are the hours (or this fun-filed evening Take those study breaks at the Dock. See
ya Saturday!
DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ
Alpha Sigma Phi * Delta Zata
Phi Kappa Pal * Alpha Omlcron PI
Get excited lor the
WINDMILL WINDUP'
Tonight (rom 6-8
DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ

DZDZDZDZDZDZ
Congratulations to Andrea Kaiasaay on being
elected lo Greek Week Steering Commmeel
Your Slaters love you1
DZDZDZDZDZDZ

Grab a Friend.
GrabaPBow.
and
Learn to RELAXbefore FINALS. Come to a ten
sion reducing session Founders Gold Lounge
Wedneeday. April 24 al 9 pm
Everyone » welcome

DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ OZ DZ DZ DZ
Delta Zeta • enjoying
GREEK WEEKt
We love fellow GREEKS'
DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ OZ DZ DZ DZ DZ OZ

Happily married couple, who can offer e good
loving home want lo adopt a white Infant. Medical expenses paid Confidential Write to P O
Box 2163. Wetrton. W V 26062

DZ DZ OZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ
TheOeRa Zeta turftee wB not be slowly trotting
at BETA' Watch out greeka!
DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jet
there anytime w*h AIRHITCH<r) for S22B from
Cleveland or Detroit $160 from the East
Coaal (Aa reported m NY Times A Let's Oof)
AJRHITCH(r) 21 2-664-2000
HEY ALPHA CHI'S—
GET READY-BETA'S 4 0AY8 AWAYI

FIJI ISLAND 1991
THE NATIVES ARE RESTLESS

Intramural Got Entnee
due tor men A women
Aprl 24 by 4 pm
108 Rec Center

FIJI ISLAND 1991
The natives era restless'
FIJI ISLAND FIJI ISLAND
Purple Passion Retgne on the island
FIJI ISLAND FIJI ISLAND

INTRAMURAL FORFEIT FEE REFUNDS
MOST BE PICKED UP BY MAY 8 FINALS
WEEK THE OFFICE WILL ONLY BE OPEN 1-5
PM.

FIJI ISLAND FIJI ISLAND
Purple Passion Reigns on the island ■
FIJI ISLAND FIJI ISLAND

Juke
You are the BEST and most IMPORTANT thing
that haa ever come into my life I LOVE you too
much to ever let you go
Dave

FIJI ISLAND 1991
THE NATIVES ARE RESTLESS
FUt ISLAND 1991
The natives are restless'
GAMMA
Greeks Advocating Mature Management

ofAtoohoJ
Wed April 25 9 15 m 1 11 BA
Al Greeka Welcome1

Mortar Board
Attention old (1990-91) members! We have
our very last chapter meeting TONIGHT In 103
BAat9 30' Be there or De on the official "lame
list it'll be a good time • See ya there1
Needed Any commuter from Senduaky arse lor
summer to carpool M-Th Cal Deb at (419)
625-3276 or OCMB #5627

Gamma Phi Beta Gamma Phi Beta
To some outstanding end gorgeoua
Gamma Phi's
Hammer. Ubby. Bavla. DenawC .
Wedny T . Tracy T . KKty.
Ron. and Nicole
Hope you al have a super duper day'"
We think you are al awesome'"
- A group ol admirers

ReSKlent Student Association
90-91 Exec Board
Rob Wagner
Erin Cannon
Dariene LaRJche
Donna Vanden Beach
Stave Novak
Heidi Skrzat

Get ready to PITCH those tents!' •
The (un starts at midnight"'
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $ l
(U repair) Delinquent tax property
Repossissions Your area (1) 605 962-6000
Ext GH-9849 lor current repo Met

You veal touched ua
m your special ways
And what you've done
lor RSA la here to stay!
91-92 Exec Board
Jeff, Craig Tyler.
VtaW. KftaB

Thank You for all you do!
Happy Professional Secretaries Day!
For all you do, a special thank you
to Diana Foster and Marcia Sproul
from Larry, Jan, Virnette, Allen, Dan
and more than 110,000 alumni across
the country! Our office couldn't
function without you !!
Happy Secretary's Day!

To Maria, Mandy, Jen Y., Jen N., Nancy,
Lisa, Sherri, Rob, David & Chris:
I just want to thank each of you for your
work in the Off-Campus Student Center
this year. It is appreciated more than
you'll know.
Best wishes always!
Sue

SPECIAL THANKS TO SIX TERRIFIC
SECRETARIES
Barb Limes
(Off-Campus Housing Secretary)
One of the 'BEST' professional secretaries
on this campus who always is willing to
help all students.
Thanks for everything.
Tonia Stewart

The University Union
offers

FREE REFILLS
to oil owners of

THE MUG

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
1515 E. Wooster
Next to Campus
NOW Leasing for Summer & Fall
- 2 bedroom furnished
apartments
- Laundry facilities in each
building
- Includes membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa

•tea. coffee, or fountain pop

Friday April 26

CALL 352-9378 TODAY
Rental office located at
Cherrywood Health Spa

Marilyn Dewyre, Memorial Hall
Margaret Bobb, Memorial Hall

Diane Euler, Eppler South
Alyce Platz, Eppler South

Mary' Bobb, Eppler North
Janet Rowe, SRC
The Faculty of the School of HPER

continued on pg. 8

THE BG NEWS

Wednesday, April 24, IP91

YOU AIN'T SEEN NOTHING YET1I
YOU AIN'T SEEN NOTHING YETII
yOU AIN'T SEEN NOTHING YETII

Phi Sigma Kapoe Phi Sigma Kappa
The brothers of PI* Slgme Kappa would like to
congratulate Soon Uwtorand Andrea Pecchlo
on their recent lavallerlng.
Phi Slgme Kappa PM Sigma Kappa

continued from pg. 7
MUD PLAYERS AND FANS
Due lo circumstances beyond control, the 3rd
Annual Mud Voeeybal Tournament was postponed unw trus weekend (27 ft 28) The teams
are stfl pumped and actually grateful tor the
extra week of practice U A A « certain the
event w* go down ma weekend, and wtl be the
beet Tourney m UAA history We ll seeYOU at
Coaeao Perk
_^_

WANTED
Spring In to Spring
with Mary Kay Cosmetics
Can Pam 352-4915

1 lemelennte (0faummef'9i Leaalhan $100

'mo Cal 354-6053
1 Male roommate needed for Fal '91 Close lo
campua. rent negof Cal Mike at 354-8797 for
information

SUBLEASE OUfl PARTY PADMt
THIS SUMMER
1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS ON RIDGE ST
CALL NOW'354-7787

■ATA

Student Art Therapy Assoocahon holding electtona lor next year Wednesday April 24. 9 00
pm RID 105 FA Al positions open" AD Art
Therapy majors are encouraged to attend
S*gma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Phi Epeion
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Phi Epeaon
Sigma Phi Epsion
Sigma Phi Epsaon
Sigma Phi EpsHon
Sigma Phi Epeion
Sigma Phi Epsson
Sigma Ph. E paeon
Sigma Phi Epsaon
Sigma Phi Eps*>n_

I male roommate wanted 'or 91-92 school
year Unrversrry VMage. $700 plus electnc per
semester CaH372-5733

Thurs Apr* 25
Union Oval Parking Lot
WW be closed at Midnight
until Saturday Night

1 responsible non-smohmg female tor whole
summer ($250/whole summer) or part
($100rmonth). Own room Mear Campus Cal
354-6681

University Intramurale
Entries for Summer softbal are due by Thursday. June 20. 1991 Leagues wil be offered for
men's, women's. ft co-ed teams Play June
24-Aug 1 Al lacurty, staff & students are efcoi
bis to play

1 Roommate to share two bedroom apt (or

summer Cal Rick 372 500'
1 lo 6 people to rent 4 od house for summer.
Greet locations with many advantages Cal
372-1220
1991 Summer suWeese needed University
Wage 2 or more people Air Condition Greet
Location Cal Rob or Joe 353-6660

We need 2 roommates lor Fal 91-92 Fox Run
Apts If you are Interested caa 353 8265
WHAT IS A CHALLENGE?
it's when the Men's Soccer team takes on the
Men's Basketball team n a very dirty game of
voaeybeil Come out and watch the action at
i 30 on Sunday at Cosege Park May the best
team wm"1

2 Bdr apt (or summer sublease Off of Napoleon $300 per mo 353-5635 Ray or leave
massage
3 females tor summer. Fo« Run $150/mo
Also lor Fal a Spr Cal Kristen 353 8036
Female needed to sublease 2 bdrm apt for
91 -92 school year Close to campus For more
information cal Tonda at 352-81 72
Female needed for 91-92 at Fox Run Air.
W/0. EVERYTHING' Only $150'mo Cal Amy
or Chns 364-5886
Female non-smoking roommate for large house
close to campus. Own room, summer only Cal
354-2692
Female rmtes needed tor 91-92 school year
Close to campus $150/mo plus util Cal
372 1667
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FALL FOX
FUN $150 PATIO. A/C WASH/D*Y CALL
354-4588 NOW
Female Summer sublessor needed lor Fo* Rundishwasher, microwave, washer/dryer, cal
Kim 353-9399
Heading lo Seattle on May 10? Ride offered
Cal 352-5600
Needed Sutteasefs lor the summer Avertable
immediately Rent negotiable Cal Douglas or
Krystie evemngs st 352-4377
Roommate needed for Summer 2 bedroom
apt. $100/mo. own room Cal Dan 354-8482
for Info
^^^^^^^^^^^
Subieaser tor Summer 1 bedroom apt close
to campus w'tree air conditioning Rent negotiable CaH 354-8584
Summer Subieaser needed 2 bdrm apt Unrv
Courts Cal Robyn or Deena 372-4468
Summer sub-leaser needed Male or female
Furnished 2 bedroom w< 1 1/2 bath apartment
to share w, 2 females Cal 2-6107 | Answer Ing machine)
Summer Sub Lease needed 2 Bed , furnished.
Close to campus Rent negotiable 354-4929
Two females looking for 2 bedroom apt for Fal
semester 1991 only CaH Mekssa 354-4876
Two or more to sublease apt for Summer '91 at
University Village $300/mo Cal Carrie or Nicole at 35* 8856

EYES EXAMINED IY DR. S. SHIFF OPTOMETRIST
OFFERS EXPIRES APRIL 30,1991
CYI f XUWNATtOm PtKIO SlMtATW
•SIANDAf D f>USIK FIAME A LINSES.

Two to four people needed to take over year
lease at University Wage starting 8/91 Call
Nicole or Came al 354-8856

For loth Pairs

One day service (or most prescriptions with experienced Opticians at your service.
You must be completely satisfied or we will return your money.

Wanted experience sitter for occasional summer baby-sitting for 1 year old $3 OO'hour
353-2331 after 6 pm or leave message

"Proving every day that
quality glasses and contacts
dont need to be expensive."

WANTED IMMEDIATELY one nonsmoking
mate roommate for Fal 91. for a two bedroom
apt onTroupSt Own bedroom. 175/month. 9
1/2 month lease. For more info, cal Chris at
372-5328

Burlington Optical
TOLEDO
1955 S. Reynolds
Ac rot* from South wye k

382-2020

TOLEDO

BOWLING GREEN

3153 W. SylvanU

1616 E. WooMcr
Greenwood Centre

472-1113

MOT VALID WITH ANV OTM£H PBOMODOMS OB SPtCIALS.

Wanted summer sub-leaser House located on
corner o* E Merry ft Thurshn Ask for Tern or
Knstte at 353*5092

^BIMPt«

FU**NY >-*C LOCKS
aCAQ(D.'f/mu* be
'ewWfc*. enr*M •
&jr •->•*** MASN T
MC STAonrj) UOKAK
IO> t-uwoc -neT/

o

WHATi Atx
O.
THZ. ccm-zo-noit

ITS MOT

250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed
Private coed, summer camp in Pocono Mountains Northeastern Pennsylvania Lohiken. PO
Box 234BG. Kenirworth, NJ 07033 (908)

2760998

^ WHAT H*E tOu
/ X MADC JCOOJ

I

Oh«of

1
UJMAT?

^___^

Accepting Applications
Summer Openings
Vector Marketing has parttme (ultimo openings Positions throughtout the entire country
Exceeent resume experience Co-ope available
$7 25 starting pay Interview now. start after
finals cal 382-1060

1988 Dodge Daytona Shefcy Z-Turbo low
mUeege. exceeent condition, many options,
must sal $7000 or offer. 354-9718 evenings
ft weekends
1988 Lincoln Continental Loaded, power
windows, locks, cruise control. A/C. stereo
Best offer Cal Mike 354-7675.
Akal compact dlac piayar
leave maaaaga

$40 353 3562

Beater car lor aak* Doesn't look great, but It
runs II don't eel by graduation. wttjrt.it New
brakes, stereo, good tires 352-4687. Leave a
message
EARTH DAY T-SHIRTS are available L and XL.
white with logo on Iron! and back Cash and
checks accepted In room 124 Hayes Hal AH
eNrts$8 00

D « G Rentaie
NICEST APTS In BO
4 units left 850 Scott Hamilton
2 beta, from campua. Modem, lurmshed. 2 BR
units, new carpeting, laundry lad . AC .reaerved parking Max 4 para 'unit No pete. 9 mo
laaaa $650 00 mo
12 mo. laaaa
$695 00/mo
Phone 287-4266 or
287-3233
____^_
D « G RENTALS ■ Cloae lo Campua
234 1/2 S Coeege 2 BR upper rear apt
Newly remodeled kitchen Stove $ relrig Max
occupancy 2 people Plenty ot parking No
pets Available Mey 1991
12 mo lease
$395 00/mo Ph 287-4255 or 287-3233
Have a group of 3?
Why pay lor 4?
Ask about our special
ratea lor 3 people'
NEWLOVE RENTALS
Our ONLY office
328 S Mam. 352-6620

Attractive, high energy, honest women needed
for summer employment, must be wiling to
travel
For more information cal soon:
891-9381

FOR SALE LOFT. U.A.. Sturdy, stained.
$60 00 0 BO Cal Stacy - 372-4974.

Child care needed tor two older children four
days a week 6 30am- 5 30 pm Hsskins area
C—after 6 pm 823-1844

IBM PC 6 Epson printer
$600 00 or best oiler
Ca> Kirk 354-5382

HAVE OWN SUMMER PLACE • LARGE EFFICIENCY 2 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS C $150/MO - A/C CALL GARY 354-6588 OR
353-7482 LEAVE MESSAGE

Need to fry home lo COLORADO May 1011V?
Buy my alrane ticket cheap For more inlo cal
Devie 354 5433

HAVEN'T FOUND
THAT "RIGHT"
PLACE YET?
Checkout RE Management
We nave etf . 1 a 2
bdrm units
aval for Fal 1991
Bring In thia ad a get
$100.00 off
your first mos rent on
any new fan lease signed
between 4/16/916 4/30/91
one coupon per leeae
HE MANAGEMENT
113 RAILROAD ST.

CHRISTMAS. SPRING BREAK, summer travel
FREE A* couriers needed and cruiseahip Jobs
Call 1-805 682 7555 ext F 1858
Dance instructors needed for tap. |az2. beset
Cal 352 5565
Help wanted for cleaning and odd fobs for
apartments 'or 1-2 weeks or longer Starting
week of May 11 Cal 3530325 or 352-7365
immediate position for chad care specialist for
17 mo old child 4 days per week Mon, Tues.
Thurs. ft Fri temporary position W* possibly
become permanent position Send Inquiries to
1098 N Mam St Alumni Branch Mgr BG. OH
43402
MarketlnglSalas Position!
Which would you choose?
S7 26vs $4 25
flexible hre vs 9 5
noexper necessary vs 2yrs exper
training provided vs no training
pos atmos vs can't wait to leave
If you would fctce to work lor a company that has
the qualities on the left, cal 382-1060
MODELS
2 years to Adult
No experience necessary
Selecting new laces lor rxomooon to local and
major advertisers Presentations at 5 OR 7 pm
sharp on Monday. April 29th at Holiday Inn
French Quarter. 1-76 Exit 193. Perrysburg.
Ohio Minors must be with legal guardian HighHe Modemg. NYC. and Scranton. PA (717)
3463166
m
Part-time secretary Flexible hours SWaed In
typing, word processing, ft reception Present
through summer ft next year. AvW immediatty
Send resume to Secretary PO Box 904 BG
SKI ft WORK IN COLORADO NEXT WINTER'
Crested Butte Mountain Resort is coming to do
recruitmg for our student employee program
$500 scholarship, $5'hour. a free unlmtted ski
pass, housing, and much more' Various) positions are available For more information please
attend our informational presentation held at
6 00 pm on Thurs Apr! 25th In the Town Room
of the University Union or contact our sponsor
Unrversrty Placement Services 372-2356 We
are an E OE
SUMMER
Tope m Pennsylvania girls camp need counselors m. WSI. Tennis, Arts and Crafts/ Ceramics.
Soccer Coach, technical theatre aast, gymnastics piano Upper classmen preffered Cal Arlene ASAP 1 -800 443-6428

IBM Correcting uaaKllll
353-6692

vary nice

Cal

Pnnce Tennie recquet $ 100 00
Stereo amp 6 preamp $385 00
Portable Boaa speakers $150 00
Adlustable desk chair $ 66 00
Cal 352-3329
SEIZED CARS, trueka. boats. 4wtveelers.
motorhomes. by FEU. IRS. DEA Available your
area now Cal 1-805-682-7555 Ext C-2804

FOR RENT

J09 HIGH STREET
2 bedroom, lurmshed
apartments
Vary close to campua
FREE gee heat, water «
9 1/2 month & year
Private parking
Laundry lacHtles
Prices for groupe of 3 or 4
See the prolesswnal management team at
NEWLOVE RENTALS
326 S. Main lour ONLY office)
362-5620

2 BDRM APTS-FURN a UNFURN
NearHarhsman Free heal a cable TV
9-12 or Summer lee Rale-info sheets
aval front desk Best Western Falcon
Plaza Motel (acroaa from Harahman)
2 femalea needed to sublease Piedmont Apt.
Lease from May • Aug. Rent includes electric.
laajotasTen For more information cal Sarah at
354 8473
3 bedroom houae for rent 3 pereon 12monfh
lease AvailableAugusl 352-7454
4 bedroom & 2 bedroom houae.
Located between campua & downtown near
CourtHouae Avertable this summer, fal &
spring Cal 823-5551
5 bedroom houae. great location • first house
behind Mark's Sublease lor summer Negotleole 354-5880
704 5th St

Summer Jobs1
Lifeguards, registrstwn clerks, etc Cal now'
1-800-344-9644 Jeeyetone Camp Resort. 10
mms from Sea World. Aurora. Ohio (sorry, no
living accomodations avaeable.)
WORKERS NEEDED IN KUWAIT
WE HAVE EMPLOYER INFO
FOR LIST SEND $9 99 TO
MftM ENTERPRISES
PO BOX 2 52 CAREY. OHIO 43316

FOR SALE

2 bedroom, completely rum
Microwava. A C 6 laundry ladl
2, 3, 4 person rates
362-3445
Hours 9- 9. local owner

A lew good tennants needed
Ml Vemon Apartmenta. 802 6th St.
2 Bad. Furnished. Otshwashera. Paid Utmoe
Cal Gary at 353 7934
A large 2 bdrm turn, duplex with own yard a
central air for Summer sublease New carpet
$106 25 per month Cal anytime 354-7587.

362-9302
Large efficiency cloae to campua 443 N Enterprlae Apt C $285/mo , 12 mo lease Call
Carle 1-433-4474
Long and Associates
Ratea Reduced
Efficiency
251 S Prospect Apt 0
Landlord pays gas » util $275 mo
Cal 353-7074

Need an apt lor summer or fal?
WE HAVE NEARLY 500 UNITS '
F unvaried or unturniahed apta
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
S1354-2260OT319E Wooafer
(acroaa from Taco Bel)
to pick up our lenng $ apeak
with our friendly staff
Need non-smoking female lo sublease apt. lor
summer dose lo campua Rent la $125 per
month, only pey electric
Can Jo* at
353-3294 Can lei
NEEDED: 1 -4 people to sublease 2 bdrm apt
during summer Great location Prtca very neQoaatae Cal352-39I3. asklor Otisor Blake
One A Two BR turn apta 9 S 12 mo and summer leases aval S 1 V Rentala 600 Lehman
[next to Due station) 352-7454
One bedroom upstairs apt m houae Unfurnished, two btocka from campua CaH 354-1679
after 5.30 pm
Quiet. 1 story apts 1 A 2 bedroom available
Good rates Cal 353-7600 after 5 00pm
RE MANAGEMENT
113 Railroad St
now open
SUNDAYS 10-2
for your convenience
For more Info on Fal and Summer rentala Cal
352-6302
Ready to settle down In quieter surroundings?
710 Seventh St 2 bedroom unfum heat & AC
pax) 362-3445
^^^^
Seniors & Grade
803-815 8th St
Only e f ew left for Summer t Fall
2 bdrm . gaa heel. AC. spacious
6 1/26 12mo teases
Laundry, private parking
JAY-MAR APTS.

Apartment through eummer. no deposit Move
in now. 352-7070

3546036

•74 Yamaha mW worn Can 352 '828
'79 Ford pick-up truck Only 63.000 mllee
$1100 or best offer Large vinyl couch. Good
cond $25 Recaner ■ good cond $25 Cal
Devo al 353-5496

Carty Rentala - 2 bdrm apts for 2.3.4 or 5
students For Fall or Summer. Also rooms avail Vary near campua New Rafaa Available!
Cal 363 0325

Spacious one-bedroom apt for summer subleeae $335/mo negotiable 352 4204

by Chuck Bost

1982 Yamaha Exciter a a microwave ovan Cal
Kandal 669-3949

PWOSCE?<
CAnr*o-r BC m*reLu> WITH

1984 Grand Prix Brougham Exeat Cond. Low
mllee. V6. Mfchean Wee. aaklng $4,250

CATCH THAT SUMMER FEELINQI
Summer Aprs
at
Super Rates!
RE MANAGEMENT
HSRaaroed
3624302

KUWAIT. SAUDI WORKERS NEEDED $35 00
ft up per hour Tax Free Both skieed ft unskilled Formlo Cal615-779-5505Ext K-255

352-2533
BW1 Surtinqlon Op*c* «27S7 119

T'S JO-JO
(J OOKINO /

1

HELP WANTED

Entropy
ft*. i,YMJPi. CREATION
M*»& AJWUveDf Pt«CM«D
O/sr A SMACt APAOTWeNT
BOU.OIN6 IS TXfc IB K>OT
JoO©/

$1000 00 SCHOLARSHIP. TUITION ASSISTANCE. SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. GRADUATE AND LAW OEGREE PROGRAMS available
to minority Freshmen through Seniors Starting
salary of $26,500 after graduation For more
information and an application cal the U.S. Marine Officer Selection Office at
1-800-875-4341
_^^_

[HYGHOON-JM

THE

RtsjcTi *fie

352-3224
1986 Honda Shadow 500. mint, low maaa.
Mualaal $2.000 372-4838
1987 635 Yamaha Virago
Exceaanl condition Aaklng $1200 (nag) Contact Kim at 352-5167

Cute 1 bdrm apt cloae to campus 443 N. Enterprise Apt A. $340/mo 12 mo lease Cal
Carle et 1 -433-4474.

SUMMER RENTALS vary close 10 Campus Apt
A Houses. Inexpensive. Carty Rentals
352-7365
SUMMER SPECIAL
St Thomas More has housing avaeable lor only
$30swee> Cal352-5232
Two bedroom lurnlahed apartment free HBO
Nawtove Rentala 352 5620. 724 6th SI
UNIVERSITY COURTS
1 A 2 Bdrm Apta * 12 month leases
Cal 352-0164
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TIRED

OF
ROOMMATE
HASSLES?
TRY A ONE
BEDROOM
APARTMENT
OR AN
EFFICIENCY

»

at

POE ROAD

*

^APARTMENTS*
£215 E. Poe Road J
Interested?
Apply at Student Employment Today!

% Call 352-0717 £
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